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Face recognition is one of the most studied topics in computer vision literature, 
not only because of the challenging nature of face as an object, but also due to the 
countless applications that require the application of face recognition as a first step. In 
recent years, with the wide spread use of smartphone, millions of photos are uploaded 
everyday to the social networks such as Weibo, WeChat and so on, which include many 
faces. Deep learning is an important breakthrough in artificial intelligence of the past 
ten years, it simulates the hierarchical structure of human brain, processing data from 
lower level to higher level, and gradually composing more and more semantic concepts. 
This dissertation focuses on face detection and recognition based on deep learning. 
Firstly, the dissertation introduces the background and the importance of the 
research，then gives an overview of the concept of face recognition, artificial neural 
networks and convolutional neural networks(CNN). Secondly, the method of face 
detection and recognition based on deep learning is described in detail, including DDFD 
and VGG-Face. The structure, model, algorithm and the training of deep convolutional 
neural networks are illustrated. Fine-tuning the deep CNN model makes it more 
appropriate to our practical application. By visualizing the feature extraction of the deep 
CNN, we understand it easier and make it more transparency. Finally, the operation 
process of the practical application and the experimental results are showed. 
Experimental results show that the method based on deep learning for face 
detection and face recognition is remarkable, which can improve the performance of 
face detection and recognition and .is robust to face poses, lighting and occlusions. 
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Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW)[4]是当今最著名的人脸识别测试集，有研究
表明[5]，如果只把不包括头发在内的人脸的中心区域给人看，人眼在 LFW 测试
集上的识别率是 97.53%。如果把整张图像，包括背景和头发给人看，人眼的识































































2012 中将分类错误率降低到了 5%以下。ImageNet 是一个公开的数据库，目前
总共包括大约 120 多万张训练图片，还分别包括 5 万张验证图像和 10 万张测试
图像，这些图片总共被分为 1000 个类别。DeepID[8; 16; 17]人脸识别模型也刷新
了人脸识别在 LFW (Labeled Faces in the Wild)数据库上的记录。除此之外，
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